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INTRO  

“Living The Life We Deserve”  

Welcome to the J. Brackett family. You’re part of a contemporary lifestyle collective that values 

authentic living and the importance of developing your signature style.   

J. Brackett was established to create accessories with a sharp, understated style that defines 

affordable luxury. 

Our timepiece collections feature two distinct styles, both with high quality components and 

elegant designs: The Camden Quartz Collection and the Navigli Automatic Collection.  

Let your individuality lead the way as you discover the world of J. Brackett...  

...and start living the life you deserve  

 
 



J. BRACKETT COLLECTIONS 
 

J. BRACKETT - VERONA 

Our Verona Miyota Quartz timepiece features a 

Japanese Miyota Quartz movement encased in 

stainless steel with a fluted bezel. The collection is 

designed with sharp dial colors, and has a 

selection of brown and black leather straps, or an 

intricately designed stainless steel bracelet. 

TECHNICAL SPECS 

Case Size: 43mm, 316L stainless steel case 

Glass: Mineral crystal 

Crown: Stainless steel 

Band: Stainless steel, black or brown leather 

Buckle: Stainless steel 

Movement: Japanese Miyota Quartz 

Water Resistance: 5 ATM 

J. BRACKETT - CAMDEN 

Our Camden quartz wrist watch is powered by a 

Swiss Parts Ronda date movement within a 

stainless steel case. Available in several 

colorways, this collection features accented 

second hands and interchangeable pressed wool 

and genuine leather straps. 

TECHNICAL SPECS 

Case Size: 42mm, 316L stainless steel case 

Glass: Mineral 

Crown: Stainless steel 

Band: Pressed wool, backed with genuine leather 

Buckle: Stainless steel 

Movement: Ronda 505 3 Hand Date - Swiss Parts 

Water Resistant: 5 ATM 

 

J. BRACKETT - NAVIGLI 

Our Navigli automatic wrist watch is powered by a 

Japanese automatic date movement within a 

stainless steel case and features an elegant 

stainless steel link bracelet and curved crystal. 

The multi-level dial is available in several 

colorways and each has a honeycomb outer ring, 

offset with a sunray inner dial. 

TECHNICAL SPECS 

Case: 43mm, 316L stainless steel case 

Glass: Curved mineral crystal 

Crown: Stainless steel 

Bracelet: 316L Stainless steel 

Buckle: Stainless steel 

Movement: Japanese Automatic NH35 3 Hand  

Date Water Resistant: 

5 ATM 

J. BRACKETT - CHIOS 

A design as unique as you, the J Brackett Chios 

represents authentic living and individual style. 

With a stainless steel case and bracelet, the Chios 

gives a splash of elegance while maintaining a 

rugged, adventurous tone. 

Case: 316L Stainless Steel 

Glass: Domed, Sapphire Coated 

Crown: Stainless Steel 

Bracelet: Stainless Steel 

Buckle: Stainless Steel 

Movement: Seiko NH35 

Water Resistance: 20 ATM 
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Our Greenwich collection is powered by a Swiss Ronda GMT movement, with a stainless steel case and a genuine leatherstrap. The Greenwich is available in severalcolorways and each has a rotating bezeland 10 ATM water resistance.
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TECHNICAL SPECCase Size: 44mm, stainless steel caseGlass: Mineral crystalCrown: Stainless steelStrap: Genuine leatherBuckle: Stainless steelMovement: Swiss Ronda GMT 515.24HWater Resistance: 10 ATM



OPERATION MANUAL  

Ronda Caliber 505/515 Instructions  

 

1. Pos. I Position of rest (watch running) 

2. Pos. II Quick-change correction for date 

a. The date can also be corrected during the day-changing phase between 10 pm 

and midnight. The date of the following day has to be set, because no automatic 

date change takes place at midnight. 

I. Pull the crown out to position II (watch still running). 

II. Turn the crown clockwise until the required date 

appears. 

b. Quick-change correction for 24-hour display 

I. Pull the crown out to position II (watch still running). 

II. Turn the crown counterclockwise until the desired time 

appears. 

III. Push the crown back into position I. 

3. Pos. III Setting the time 

a. Pull the crown out to position III (watch stopped). 

b. Turn the crown, until the current time is displayed (remember the 24-hour cycle). 

c. Push the crown back into position I.  



OPERATION MANUAL  

Cal.NH3 Series Instructions  

 

1. After unscrewing counterclockwise, pull the crown out two clicks 

2. Set the movement to AM hours by rotating the crown clockwise until the date indicator 

advances one position 

3. Set the current time by rotating the crown clockwise 

- for AM hours advance the hands directly to the current time 

- for PM hours advance the hour hand one full rotation (12 hours) once prior to setting the time 

4. Push the crown in one click to the middle position 

5. Set the current date by rotating the crown counterclockwise until the correct value is displayed 

6. Push the crown in one click to commence timekeeping 

7. Manually wind the mainspring by rotating the crown clockwise 10 - 20 times 

Note: Setting the time to AM / PM accordingly ensures that the date indicator changes at 

midnight rather than noon. If the date indicator is changing in the afternoon, advance the hour 

hand one full rotation  

(12 hours), then reset the date 

indicator as necessary.  

  



MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY  

QUARTZ WATCH WARRANTY COVERAGE  

  

J. Brackett provides two types of warranty coverage for all quartz watches: 1-Year Limited 

Warranty and a 2-Year Extended Warranty. Our factory warranty coverage protects you against 

any defects in material or workmanship. It also covers internal components and the quartz 

movement in all of our watches, under certain conditions.   

  

Here’s a breakdown of what is and isn’t covered under the manufacturer’s warranty:  

  

  1-YEAR 

LIMITED 

WARRANTY  

2-YEAR EXTENDED  

WARRANTY - 

QUARTZ 

MOVEMENT  

Breakage or malfunction of the 

movement from manufacturer 

defects or workmanship  

✓  ✓  

Breakage or malfunction of the 

case due to manufacturer defects 

or workmanship  

✓  𝗫  

Faulty movement operation   ✓  ✓  

Flaws not related to manufacturing 

defects  

𝗫  𝗫  

Batteries  𝗫  𝗫  

Crystal  𝗫  𝗫  

Bracelet/Clasp/Strap/Band/Buckles  𝗫  𝗫  

Damage from regular wear/use  𝗫  𝗫  

Incidental or accidental damage  𝗫  𝗫  

Water intrusion-related damage  𝗫  𝗫  

Damage from misuse or abuse  𝗫  𝗫  

Disassembly or tampering  𝗫  𝗫  

   



AUTOMATIC WATCH WARRANTY COVERAGE  

  

J. Brackett provides a 2-Year Limited Warranty on all Automatic watches. This warranty protects 

you against any defects in material or workmanship. It also covers components of the automatic 

movement and malfunctioning of the case, under certain conditions.   

  

  

  2-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY - 

AUTOMATIC  

MOVEMENT  

Breakage or malfunction of the 

movement from manufacturer 

defects or workmanship  

✓  

Breakage or malfunction of the 

case due to manufacturer defects 

or workmanship  

✓  

Faulty movement operation   ✓  

Flaws not related to manufacturing 

defects  

𝗫  

Batteries  𝗫  

Crystal  𝗫  

Bracelet/Clasp/Strap/Band/Buckles  𝗫  

Damage from regular wear/use  𝗫  

Incidental or accidental damage  𝗫  

Water intrusion-related damage  𝗫  

Damage from misuse or abuse  𝗫  

Disassembly or tampering  𝗫  

  

  

J. Brackett reserves the right to limit or reject any warranty repair or replacement if the problem 

is not related to a manufacturing defect or workmanship. Please contact us at 

mail@jbrackettco.com with any questions about warranty coverage.  

  




